Southington Public Schools
Curriculum Map
Subject:
Physical Education

Grade:

6-8

UNIT TITLE

Cooperative Education

CONTENT

•

Cooperative games and activities to promote positive social interaction

STATE
STANDARDS

•
•

Exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.
Exhibit an understanding of and respect for differences among people in physical activity settings.

4.7-8.8
4.7-8.9
5.7-8.2

Resolves interpersonal conflicts with sensitivity to rights and feelings of others.
Collaboratively solves problems by analyzing problems and solutions.
Display sensitivity to the feelings of others during interpersonal interactions.

ASSESSMENT

PERFORMANCE TASK
Grade 6
Using your previous experience with cooperative activities offered during this unit, pick one and explain how the activity works. Be prepared to
demonstrate the activity.
Grade 7
Imagine that you are a camp counselor. Your task is to create a cooperative activity for a group of 9 year-old campers. Using the definition of
cooperation, your list of “praise phrases,” and the specific equipment provided to you, create one cooperative activity that will include all your
campers. Explain how the activity you created taught your group how to work together as a team. Be prepared to demonstrate your activity.
Grade 8
Your P.E. teacher has been called out of class on an emergency. You have been asked to fill-in. While encouraging others to demonstrate
positive and responsible behaviors, and using the equipment provided to you. Create a cooperative activity that will include all your students.
Explain why you chose your particular activity and how it best reflects cooperation. Be prepared to demonstrate your activity.
OTHER EVIDENCE
• Written responses to essential questions
• List of praise phrases
• Definition of cooperation
• Self-Reflection
• Observation

SKILLS

Students will be able to…

•
•
•

•

Use proper vocabulary (praise phrases) while working on a cooperative activity
Show respect for other people’s opinions
Demonstrate the ability to work responsibly with others in a group setting
Analyze and solve problems in a variety of ways

